Abstract. Vehicle Information System is one of the important components of the modern automobile electron. Because of the development of the science and technology and the huge market demands, In-vehicle electronic equipment which was the single in-vehicle navigation equipment at the very beginning is developing rapidly into a multi-functional Vehicle Information System. In order to obtain a good development environment, an excellent vehicle information system Architecture is indispensable for an enterprise. The paper will give an analysis of the MVC architecture for the vehicle information system.
Finally, in the other car information, in the human-computer interaction interface layer, only the content of the need to develop obey uniform interface panel can be integrated into the integrated framework, easy to extend [6] [7] .
In addition, the vehicle information data can be compared to other vehicle information system and the vehicle center of cloud, interacting through a communication network.
The vehicle information system architecture Figure 1 is below: 
Functional Modules of the Vehicle information System
Due to the special security requirements of special vehicles, lead to the complexity of the special vehicle on-board information system [8] . On one hand, vehicle systems need to have all civilian cars on-board system function, such as car networking applications in the future. On the other hand, special vehicle on-board system need special technology to guarantee its safety [9] [10] . So, we need to split the overall architecture of special vehicle information system into four computers: 
Controlling the running machine
Running controlling machine as the core part of the original vehicle information system, under the condition of trying to retain the original vehicle information system, to increase LAN networking module for running controlling machine, making its can be connected to the on-board LAN, and communicating. The display mode of running controlling machine information can still retain the original dashboard, increase the display screen mode of LCD touching. Its main functions for the vehicle operation information acquisition and vehicle controlling.
Information management machine
Information management machine provides all kinds of information about the vehicle management function, through the local area network and operation control machine, it can obtain the vehicle related all kinds of information; on the other hand, Information management machine through local area network and security of network communication machine , it can obtain information of other vehicles. On the one hand, information management machine information provides all kinds of vehicles related storage and management function; on the other hand, provide information based on the vehicle and grew out of a variety of applications.
Conclusion
The successful implementation of the architecture of the vehicle information system can improve the forces survival and combat effectiveness. With the architecture, we successfully build a satisfied vehicle information system to our country. In addition, it also provides a reference for the construction of other vehicle information system.
